Balinese & Siamese C.C. - 19/07/14
Mrs Di Brown
My thanks to Sylvia and the committee for the invitation to judge, it was a pleasure to
be here with some very nice cats present. Many thanks to my steward and fellow
Siamese judge Joan Pounds who handled the cats beautifully and was excellent
company.
Olympian Male Neuter
O – Woodhouse’s IMP GD PR DORAL LEBRUIN (BAL em 21) MN 12/10/09. A
mature Bali neuter boy of very good type. Balanced medium length wedge with very
good top of head and fairly large ears that were well furnished, open at the base and
set to follow. Gentle expression to eyes of oriental shape and set with good depth of
blue. Profile marginally uneven with slight dip to nose below the eye level, deep
strong chin and level bite, muzzle could be fractionally finer. Long weighty and firm
toned body with strong boned limbs and large tufted feet, tail a bit short for balance.
Warm apricot tabby points, nicely matched with tail rings evident when shaken out.
Coat could be a touch longer but given the time of year and recent heat it was good, it
flowed well in all the right places and the texture was excellent, silky and fine with
well furnished plume. A dear boy, making puddings, excellently presented
Olympian Female Neuter
O – Reed’s IMP GD CH & IMP GD PR JOHPAS JESSIE JAY (SIA em) FN
23/04/11. Superior lady neuter who I have reported on many times so little to add to
previous critiques. Eye colour looked somewhat less intense today but the lighting
was affecting all the cats in this manner, it was also washing out the red series
colours. Coat a touch soft and fine in texture. Lovely to handle although she was
hiding away and was not her usual outgoing self for some reason.
Imperial Grand Premier A.C. Balinese or Siamese Neuter Male.
IMP – Woodhouse’s GD PR DORAL NAJINSKI (SIA d 21) MN 15/01/11. Strong
neuter boy of very good type and style. Stylish head with excellent top line and very
good size and set to ears. Strong profile good chin and level bite. Expressive eyes of
very good shape and set with good depth of blue. Tends to hunch his neck, long
weighty and well muscled body, tapered tail needs an inch to balance. Rich bright red
tabby points, with good clear tail rings. Coat short and close lying with lovely texture
and medium shading overall to tone. Shy but gentle, excellently presented.
Imperial Grand Premier A.C. Balinese or Siamese Neuter Female.
IMP – Lloyd’s GD CH & GD PR RIDESTAR AFRICAN VIOLET (BAL d 21)
FN 29/03/09. A neat Bali lady, very good for type and overall very well balanced.
Medium length wedge with very good top of head and proportionate ears that were
nicely furnished and set to follow. Oriental eye shape and set with such a sweet
expression and bright mid blue colour. Profile almost straight with firm chin and level
bite. Long weighty body with tail to almost balance. Bright red tabby points with
good tail rings, coat contrast impressive and almost unshaded, with length very good,

super silky and fine in texture, well furnished plume. Handled beautifully and was
presented to perfection.
A.C. Tabby Pointed Siamese Adult Male.
BOB – Davis’ UK & IGD CH DORAL KID KREOLE (SIA d 21) M 11/07/09.
This boy has such a stylish head, it is a pity he does not have a little more self-belief
as he really does hide his good qualities away under his blanket. Strong profile, firm
chin lines up, bite untidy and a tad over. Oriental eye shape and set with mid blue
colour. Excellent muscle-tone to long body, long elegant limbs, tail rather short for
balance. Paler but bright red tabby points with good tail rings. Lightly shaded warm
white coat that was rather soft fine and could be sleeker. A gentle boy excellently
presented
A.C. Tabby Pointed Siamese Adult Female.
CC & BOX – Ratcliff’s HARTZIE GALCHONOK LEILA (SIA n 21) F
05/09/13. A stylish young female, only just old enough to be here and quite dainty as
yet. Well balanced head with large well set ears, strong profile, good chin and bite.
Good expression to eyes of mid blue. Long elegant body with long slender limbs and
long whip to balance. Dark seal tabby markings with tail rings to about half the
length, paler bracelets, lightly shaded coat of good close texture. A relaxed and
friendly lady, excellently presented.
Tortie Point Balinese Kitten
1st & BOB – Pinington’s SPINDIAMOND TENNESSEEMOON (BAL g) F
31/12/13. A dear Bali baby of overall good type. Shorter wedge with good top of
head, ears quite large and nicely set with attractive furnishings. Baby dip to nose, firm
chin and level bite. Eye shape somewhat full but she was very apprehensive with
pupils enlarged so that it was difficult to see the actual colour. Weighty body of
medium length, strong medium length limbs and fairly neat oval paws, tail needs a
touch more length. Blue tortie points on the dark side with the tortie mingling rather
warm in tone, acceptable as blue on the day but they do not need to get any darker or
hotter. Coat length development in keeping with age and very good for texture, almost
unshaded. A sweet person excellently presented.
Caramel Point Siamese Kitten
1st & BOB – Pullen’s INDIEANA SNOW ANGEL (SIAM m) F 21/02/1. A well
grown female of very good type and style. Medium length wedge that is rather
dominated by a long broad nose at present, top of head good and the ears are large
and very well set. Chin rounds off a tad but the bite is level. Oriental eye shape and
set with mid blue colour. Long solid and weighty little body with longish whip tail to
almost balance. Lilac-based caramel points that are promising and well developed
for her age with clear brownish overtones to the base of ears, tail and under feet.
Unshaded coat of lovely close sleek texture. Excellent to handle and excellently
presented.
A.C. Tortie Point Siamese Kitten
1st & BOB – Cook’s TIANLEX IZZITME (SIA f) F 11/04/14. A super little babe,
promising for type and nicely grown. Short strong head with very good top line, ears
large, wide and flared at the base, set a tad low at present. Oriental eye shape and set
with bright mid blue colour. Tiny baby growth dips to profile, chin okay and bite

level. Firm little body of good length with dainty limbs and neat paws, tail rather
short. Dark seal tortie points with a good deal of rich red mingling, picking out the
underlying rings on the tail (of which there are many) and a large tortie patch on the
nose. Lightly shaded coat of excellent length and close texture. Very sweet natured
and easy to handle. Excellently presented.
Apricot Point Siamese Neuter
PC & BOX – Pinington’s SPINDIAMOND WALKINPROUD (BAL emv) MN
22/02/12. Attractive chap of overall good type. Shorter and quite strong wedge head
with good width to top and ears that were just about large enough well set. Oval shape
to eyes of oriental setting and mid blue colour. Slight dip to nose, chin could be
deeper, bite very untidy and missing a few incisors but looked basically level.
Longish comfortably covered body that makes his head look a little small in
proportion, long limbs, tapered tail needs an inch to balance. Excellent points
colouring, hot matte apricot and matching on all points, coat typically, when the
apricot colour is this good, quite heavily shaded, but excellent for length and texture.
Handled really well and was excellently presented,
BOB - Reed’s IMP GD CH & IMP GD PR JOHPAS JESSIE JAY (SIA em) FN
23/04/11
Oriental Ticked Tabby Male
1st & BOX- Hemmings’ LORICHA REBEL ROUSER (OSH ns 25) M 12/01/14.
A very well grown male kitten of good type. Medium length wedge with good top of
head and large ears well set. Good eye shape and set with a slightly doleful
expression, colour a clear mid green. Straight profile, firm chin lines up and the bite
is level. Strong weighty body with good length tail. Ticked pattern generally good
with slight dorsal shading down the spine, some clustering of the ticking into minute
spots over the shoulders at present, silver under coat about halfway up the hair shaft,
some tarnishing to nose and fore paws. Coat slightly long and fine in texture but lying
close. A friendly boy excellently presented.
Oriental Ticked Tabby Female
1st & BOB – Hemmings’ LORICHA CHANTILLY LACE (OSH ns 25) F
12/01/14. Litter sister to the above and while not so large as her brother, was weighty
for her size and her type was overall better balanced at this stage. Medium length
head with very good top and large flared ears set to follow. Almost straight profile
with firm chin and level bite. Oriental eyes with excellent expression, colour could be
a good deal better but some green can be seen and is possibly still developing. Long
well covered body with a long rather hairy tail – a variant I see. Like her brother
some of her ticking is clustered together into tiny spots over the shoulders, hopefully
this will change as she matures, good clear silver undercoat to halfway up the hair
shaft, a little long and somewhat silky in texture but lying close to body. Shy but
gentle, excellently presented.

END OF REPORT

